
 

a professional with proven commitment to 

improving the quality of England’s education 

system.  You care about what The Difference is 

trying to achieve, and have your own ideas about 

how we ought to do this.  You have particular 

expertise in at least one of the following areas: 

schools policy, educational research, school funding 

and incentives, education of vulnerable children.   

Every day, 42 of England’s most vulnerable children– equivalent to more than a full classroom of 

pupils – are permanently excluded, often with disastrous personal and societal consequences. 

These are the country’s most disadvantaged: 4 times more likely to have grown up in poverty, 7 

times more likely to have special needs, 10 times more likely to have mental health problems, and 20 

times more likely to be interacting with social services due to safeguarding concerns.  

Once these children are excluded, life chances are bleak. Less than 2% of excluded pupils finish 

school with the qualifications they need in maths and English; 50% are immediately not in 

education, employment or training (NEET) straight after GCSEs. This small group of pupils goes on 

to make up half of the prison population, and is more likely to reoffend. There is a moral and social 

imperative to change this story.  The cost to society exceeds £2.9bn in extra public spending, for 

each year’s cohort of excluded young people. The cost to the individual is incalculable. 

Yet too little is known about how to break this tragic cycle. While some parts of the school system 

have seen an evidence-led revolution, there has been insufficient research and teacher training in 

how to measure or move outcomes for these most complex and vulnerable pupils. This impacts 

teacher satisfaction. Increasing numbers are leaving the profession, disillusioned and 

disempowered by this lack of expertise, and jaded by the unethical practices of some school leaders, 

which are contributing to rising exclusion rates. Meanwhile, the numbers of young people whose 

lives are written off through school exclusion continue to rise, year on year. 
 

is a new education charity, founded to improve the life outcomes of the most 

vulnerable children by raising the status and expertise of those who teach them.   

By we want a new story on school exclusion: 

1. People - The best teachers working with the children who need them most – A third of the 350 

schools for excluded pupils in the country have a Difference Leader leading improved practice 

and outcomes for excluded children.  200 Difference Alumni are innovating and improving 

practice in mainstream schools. 

2. Practice - An evidence base of what works with the most vulnerable – The Difference has 

codified best practice in terms of classroom pedagogy, school policy and local authority 

practices in working with children vulnerable to exclusion.  Sharing of this best practice is 

shaping the strategic approach that over 1,000 of the 3,500 secondary schools nationally take to 

Inclusion, leading to lower incidence of school exclusion and improved safety, wellbeing and 

learning for pupils. Life outcomes beyond exam results are becoming better measured and 

valued in Difference-partnered schools, as is the multi-agency and relationship-informed work 

in schools which underpins them. 

3. Perception - A movement of ethical, inclusive leadership influencing the school system – A 

cadre of Difference alumni, partners and advocates are shifting the national culture in schools. 

Their work is shared and amplified by The Difference.  Partnerships between The Difference 

and other organisations are changing incentives for inclusion including soft accountability 

(Ofsted), hard accountability (metrics) and the exclusions process (local and national policy). 



The Difference is embarking on the ten-year journey to such a future.  Over the first three of these 

years, a pilot of the Difference Leaders will: work in 10% of the country’s schools for excluded 

pupils; develop the evidence base of which interventions are best replicated to impact vulnerable 

pupils; and continue to champion inclusive practice in England’s schools.   

The Difference grew out of this IPPR research.  Since then, we have established ourselves as a 

charity, successfully fundraised for our three-year pilot, hired a high-performing and dedicated core 

team and recruited our first cohort of exceptional Difference Leaders.  Over the next three years, we 

will grow from a tiny start-up of six staff, to a bigger organisation; deliver and evaluate our pilot 

programme; and develop our strategy for scale, impact and sustainability to change the story on 

school exclusion.  Are you the right person to help us achieve this?
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To apply for the role please email Tessa@The-Difference.com the following no later than Sunday 8th 

September at midnight, including the job title in the subject line and confirmation of where you saw 

the job role in the body of the email: 

1. A supporting letter (no more than 2 sides) outlining how your knowledge, skills and 

experience meet the requirements of the role; 

2. Your CV including references (maximum 2 sides) 

Interviews will be held on the 9th – 18th September. Please indicate if your availability will be limited 

during this time, in the body of your email. 

 

For an informal and confidential discussion about the role prior to application, please contact 

Kiran@The-Difference.com and cc: Danny@The-Difference.com 

 

To understand more about The Difference and what we are trying to achieve, we recommend 

browsing the following: 

• The summary of the research which underpins our organisation, and the impact we believe 

our work will have in schools 

• Our story so far and details of our team’s stories as told in Schools Week and TES; Shaun’s 

story and Will’s story  

• The impact we have had and are having on the policy debate in England’s school system, as 

told through our fortnightly Exclusions Bulletin 

 

As well as the person specification, we will interview against The Difference’s six core values: 

•  Our work is guided and galvanised by our values and beliefs.  We are problem 

solvers, and do not wait to act. We are inspired by our purpose to improve life outcomes for 

the most vulnerable young people, and to develop the people, practice and public perception 

required to achieve this. 

•  We build relationships into our work, give to others readily and use others’ 

strengths alongside your own, to have greater impact in our work. We are inspirers and 

facilitators of others; able to influence and to advocate. We aim to focus on the big picture 

and strive for better collaboration across services. 

•  We are independent thinkers, willing both to speak out and to listen and learn, to 

challenge others and the status quo, where it is inconsistent with our shared aims and 

values.  We are able to take decisions despite ambiguity, and are resilient and persistent in 

the face of challenging odds. 

•  We expect the best from people and ourselves, and do not prejudge. We value 

quality work, tangible results, and feedback to inform continuous improvement. 

• We are able to recognise current limitations and strive for improvements 

within and beyond them.  We are flexible in our thinking, willing to be proved wrong, and 

able to plan for strategic change, prioritised over shorter-term expediency. 
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https://www.tes.com/news/meet-woman-making-difference-vulnerable-pupils
https://www.tes.com/news/working-pupil-referral-unit-changed-my-career
https://www.tes.com/news/working-pupil-referral-unit-changed-my-career
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•  We are able to be challenged and to learn from experiences and interactions. We 

are aware and respectful of others’ dignity, insight, knowledge and agency. 


